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OUR SEPTEMBER PRESENTATION

WORKING WITH RETURNING IRAQI VETERANS
AND THEIR FAMILIES
Polly Rose, LCSW & Stephanie Piekarski, LCSW
As therapists, there is a possibility that we will be increasingly called upon to treat Iraqi war veterans and their
families as the war continues and also as it winds down. Perhaps we should be learning more about the mental health
problems facing these veterans as they return home from their tours in Iraq.
On Friday, September 14th, at our next general RECAMFT meeting, Polly Rose, LCSW, and Stephanie Piekarski,
MA, LCSW, will present on this topic. You
will gain an understanding of the wide range
of clinical issues affecting returning
September 14th RECAMFT Meeting
veterans, the critical role of the therapist and
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case manager, diagnostic concerns, useful
11:00 - 1:00 meeting
treatment modalities, barriers to treatment,
and how to prepare for the specific
Working with Returning Iraqi Veterans
challenges that clinicians face. You will also
learn how the VA is attempting to meet the
And Their Families
therapeutic and case management needs of
Polly Rose, LCSW & Stephanie Piekarski LCSW
veterans and how to network with the VA
when treating and advocating for this
Odd Fellows Temple/ Mercer Hall, 545 Pacific Avenue, Santa Rosa
population. Included in this presentation
will be some discussion of PTSD,
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depression, substance abuse, anger manageAlcohol and Other Drug Addiction Treatment and
ment, partner relational problems, stigma
Recovery in the Redwood Empire
and cultural issues as they relate to the Iraqi
Michael Spielman, MFT, Executive Director for DAAC
veteran. Case studies will be presented and
Claudia Brennan, MFT, Outpatient Program Manager , Sonoma County
there will be time allowed for questions.
Alcohol & Other Drug Services Division
Polly Rose, LCSW, is the Veteran Combat
Coordinator at the VA in San Francisco.
She received her MSW at USC and she has
been with the VA since 1994, the last ten
years working with the SFVA. Polly has
other public presentations on this topic as
part of her role at the VA.

November 9th
Integrating Sex Therapy Into MFT Private Practice
Deborah Caust, Ph.D., MFT, Clinical Sexologist
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Stephanie Piekarski, MA, LCSW, received her bachelor’s degree at UC Berkeley and her MSW at the University of
Michigan with a full fellowship. She had previously worked in another field in NYC, but changed to clinical social
work after the events of 9-11. Stephanie is licensed in EMDR and specializes in the treatment of trauma. She is also
trained in Acceptance and Commitment Therapy and Dialectical Behavior Therapy and states that her work is
imbued by a humanistic and existential approach. Stephanie currently works at the Veteran Affairs Santa Rosa
Community-Based Clinic, where she provides individual, couples, family and group therapy for veterans and their
families.
Join us for a timely and very exciting presentation!

President’s
President’s Message
Gail Van Buuren, MFT
As the end of summer approaches your
RECAMFT Board of Directors is pulling back
together, organizing the fall meeting
presentations and moving the newsletter
back into production. Summer was beautiful
where I live in the hills northwest of
Sebastopol. Some mornings I looked out at
the rising sun over Santa Rosa, blanketed in morning fog or
lying peacefully in its first rays. Other mornings the fog
caressed my house as well. Often, even on very hot days,
there is a light breeze here. I was fortunate to rent a house
on nearly 27 acres of woods and meadow with lots of wildlife
passing through.
We had invited our past presidents to join us for lunch at
my house during our July 20th Board Retreat, but the choice
of dates was unfortunate and only one was able to accept so
it was just the Board for the day. Food and a hilarious strain
of humor seasoned our discussion of where we are and
where we would like to go from here. Keeping one eye on
the service to our membership, we examined prospective
speakers and subjects for meetings. Realizing that we can
redirect ones with interesting but perhaps too narrow topics
into writing an article for the newsletter gives us the ability to
let you decide if you want to hear more on the subject. An
example of this is Dr. Cheryl Jern’s article about
psychotherapists with chronic illness. She would welcome
your responses on the subject.
Keeping the other eye on the care of future Boards, we
have been completing the incorporation of RECAMFT as a
non-profit organization which a former Board started in 1999
but never followed through with the IRS. Establishment of
our non-profit status will protect future Boards and
RECAMFT in general.
The RECAMFT Directory and Resource Guide will be in
the mail to you or even in your hands by the time you receive
this newsletter. At least, I think it will. We intended to have
it out by mid-May but this Directory has had a difficult and
complicated labor and delivery. It hasn’t been any one big
disaster, but rather a series of glitches that has resulted in
one delay after another. Even now as it sits at the mailing

house, there is another glitch, actually two. I stopped holding
my breath in early June. Breathing has helped remarkably
well. It did not get the Directory out any sooner, but the
frustration was significantly diminished.
We will be offering a Law & Ethics workshop -- What the
Law Expects of Me, Part II -- on January 20th, 2008 with David
Jensen who presented fabulously last January. We are also
exploring possibilities for another one-day workshop later in
the year. If you have any suggestions for a topic or speaker,
please let us know.
Lastly, for this president’s message, I want to remind you
that we are taking nominations for several positions that are
coming up on the Board. We need a new Secretary, a
President Elect, and other Board members at large. If you are
interested or know of someone who would be a good Board
member, just contact one of the present Board members. I
know of very few people who have not enjoyed taking the
time to serve for a year or more. It is good fun.
Gail Van Buuren, MFT is in private practice in Sebastopol and can
be reached at 494-4198.

Ethics Group Meeting
The Ethics Group meets once each in the Fall,
Winter, and Spring. Topics for group discussion are
generated from our own clinical practices or by an
issue that has come up for one of us. For example,
we discussed how to create and put in place a
Clinical Practice Will, which we all should have.
Our meetings are informative and stimulating and
RECAMFT members are invited to attend. No
ongoing commitment is required.
Next Meeting - October 12th, 2007
1:30 - 3:00 pm
For more information call Coralia Serafim at
781-0133
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these people often share such as PTSD, attachment
disorders and unresolved family of origin issues, all of
which tend to result in a disconnect from their feelings
and an inability to experience the fear and hurt
underlying their abusive behavior. Joe described the
process called “emotional reclamation” in which clients
learn to label their feelings and to integrate them in
therapy.
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What You Missed
By Christine Erickson
On June 8th, Joe Petzel, MFT, presented at the general
RECAMFT meeting on the topic: Domestic Violence: A
Different Perspective. Joe began by sharing how he got
started working with D.V. at Family Service Agency
many years ago, having worked with Vietnam Vets prior
to that point. He reports he was initially surprised by
the different types of men who were mandated into his
groups in terms of intelligence, socioeconomic levels,
ethnicity, etc. As he worked with perpetrators, he
started noting their psychological similarities. Contrary
to what one might think, Joe states, perpetrators are
usually passive individuals who let things go until they
blow-up. He went on to describe the clinical problems

Joe Petzel (left) with Board Member Michael Montgomery

Joe referred to the treatment services for D.V at Family
Service Agency as being somewhat unusual, in that,
while there is an educational component, there is also a
strong focus on psychodynamic, systems, cognitive
behavioral and behavioral approaches with individual,
family and group therapy available. He also discussed
the influence of our culture which seems to embrace
rage while being anger-phobic at the same time, and he
spoke about many other issues such as family dynamics,
the impact of violence on children and legal issues.
Clinical examples were used and there was time for
questions during the talk.
This was a very informative presentation and I found it
to be enjoyable because of Joe’s relaxed, humorous
style in which he did share some personal stories, as
well as the fact that Joe really knows this subject. We
thank you, Joe, for taking the time to share your clinical
expertise with us here at RECAMFT!
Christine Erickson, MFT has a Private Practice in Santa Rosa and
can be reached at 575-1600.
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INTRODUCING….
Welcome back RECAMFT members. We hope you had a
wonderful summer. We have a great line up for you at our
general meetings this year. A word about the format of our
general meetings:
We have sign in and networking from 10:30 – 11:00. Our
program starts at 11:00 sharp so that we have time for
introductions, our speaker, and questions. It is very
important that we all get to know each other and what each
of us focuses on in our practices so we have an introduction
time in the beginning of the meeting. A skill that is very
useful is to present your introduction in 30 seconds or less.
I’ve been facilitating job search and career development
workshops at Job Link and have found a great formula for
clearly, concisely and quickly articulating what you do. It’s
simple but not easy. I’m including it below and inviting you to
play with it for a while. Then, let’s practice them at our
introduction time at the meeting.
See you soon
Diana Poulson
Past President, and your Coach
I am ___ . I’m known for my ability in _______, _____,
and _____. I have additional strengths in the area of
_______, and I really enjoy _______.
Example: I am Diana Poulson, a licensed therapist. I am
known for my ability in career and business coaching,
transition counseling and divorce recovery. I have additional
strengths in the area of cognitive/behavioral therapy with
soul, and I really enjoy singing. (I just threw that singing part
in for fun. I do love to sing but I could just as well say: “and I
really enjoy helping people find their passion at work.”)

Intern Support Update
We are here to support you along your journey
to licensure. Do you have questions about
interning, counting hours, or the MFT licensing
exams? Would you like to connect with other
Interns and Trainees? Please call the Intern
Warm Line at 707-538-2716. Or send an email to
spiralkk@earthlink.net. I’m here to help you find
answers to your questions. We also have an
online group at Yahoo!Groups. Let me know if
you’d like to get in on the discussion.
Warm regards,
Katherine Kirk, MFT Intern
RECAMFT Intern Chairperson

Board Membership
By Lisa Lund,
Lund, Treasurer

My first experience as a board member was with Marin
CAMFT. I was newly licensed (they prey on the young!) and
the president called me and told me someone had suggested
ME for the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) position. I was
honored and stunned. I did not believe I had any financial
skills whatsoever (apparently, neither did the 5 people they
asked before me). I have to admit I was intrigued and I
secretly wanted to be persuaded. It’s amazing the skills you
learn you have when you leave your comfort zone. Since that
time I’ve served on two additional Boards, including the
current stint for our chapter. Yes, I actually volunteered! I
see it as a service to my profession that has fringe benefits. I
get to participate in decisions that directly impact and
hopefully improve our chapter. At the same time, I get to
work with a small group of professionals whom I respect and
enjoy. I want to welcome any members with questions about
board membership or committee leadership to call me. I’m
happy to talk to you about it.
Lisa Lund, CRC, MFT, has a private practice in Novato at 415
460-9500 and in Santa Rosa 707 547-0401
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there has been increasing interest in Alternative Dispute
Resolution.
Mediation, by now a well-known ADR technique, has become
accepted in our court systems as a way to resolve disputes in
many legal areas. More recently another approach has been
gaining in popularity, Collaborative Practice. While still used
largely in the Family Law arena, it is rapidly expanding to
areas of civil law such as probate and medical malpractice. As
a preventative practice, it can be used to negotiate PreMarital Agreements, Business Formation Agreements and
Estate Plans.
In Collaborative Practice each party has his or her own
attorney, specially trained in collaborative techniques to
resolve disputes. The Collaborative team also includes a
Coach for each party who is a mental health professional
trained in collaborative work. In a divorce case, the team
would also include a Certified Divorce Financial Analyst
(CDFA) and a Child Specialist to assess the children’s
situation. While this is the core team, other professionals,
also trained in collaborative or real estate appraisers or tax
specialists, may be called in for their specific expertise.
Collaborative Practice is analogous to the situation where a
homeowner hires a general contractor who then brings in
sub-contractors with particular expertise to do the plumbing,
electrical and roofing work.

MEMBERS’ BENEFIT
Ofer Zur, Ph.D., Director of the Zur Institute
Is offering Online and Home Study courses and Private
Practice products at 10% Discount
For RECAMFT members.

The Discount Code is “RECAMFT”
“RECAMFT”

www.drzur.com/homeonline.html
www.drzur.com/homeonline.html

APPROPRIATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION:
LET’S COLLABORATE
By Moss Henry & Trish Nugent
DO YOU REALLY WANT A KNIGHT IN SHINING
ARMOR AS YOUR ATTORNEY?
Hired guns, knights in shining armor, “Winning isn’t
everything, it’s the only thing.” These words conjure up
images of combat and often frame our way of approaching
conflicts or disagreements. And this mind set has long been
an element of our legal system, a system in which attorneys
are trained to litigate and advocate, to go to war for their
clients. As the high cost of this approach has become clear

In the Collaborative Practice model, attorneys are not
warriors out to win for their clients, but advocates
supporting the clients in expressing what is important to
them. They help their clients sort out the differences with
the other party using a shared problem solving approach.
The clients rather than a judge, with the creative help of the
collaborative practice team, develop solutions.

THE COACH JUST MIGHT BE THE KEY TO THE ABILITY
TO SETTLE
The use of Coaches is one of the biggest differences between
Collaborative Practice and either the litigation or mediation
model. How a client deals with his or her emotional
response to the dispute is recognized as critical to resolution
and is addressed directly. Historically, attorneys without
training in processing feelings, would try to reason with upset
clients, a strategy that often creates more turmoil. A Coach
can meet with a client before joint meetings to help defuse
intense emotions. When Coaches are present during the
meetings, the Coach can address the emotional issues
immediately, or suggest a break and talk privately with an
upset client. If communications breaks down or there are
problems between participants, including the professions, the
Coach can address this as well, helping the client feel an
emotional safety often missing in negotiations. This can be
the key to the ability to continue productive settlement
discussions.
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Coach’s Corner is back!
The purpose of this column is to grow a
community of therapists who have strong
practices so that you can continue on the
work you find meaningful. This is an
opportunity for you to share with each other
what has worked and what hasn’t. I interview
a therapist a month and bring you their
stories. If there is any particular question you
would like me to ask e-mail me and I’ll be happy to find some
answers for you.
To welcome back this column I found it only fitting to
interview F. Michael Montgomery. Michael is a long time,
VERY active member of RECAMFT. Two of the highlights of
his service his Presidency of the Board in 2000, and he
current service as our Webmaster. He designed and
maintains our internet presence. He also brings such an open
heart and strong support to our organization in a way that
you really FEEL it. Thank you, Michael.
Michael received his Masters Degree in Social Work in 1974.
He worked in a community organization for two years in
South Central Los Angeles. "I stood out like a sore thumb"
recalls Michael. He also worked six months is East Los
Angeles. Just to name a few of the things Michael was
involved in: a summer program for kids at the community
center as well as counseling; advocacy and bringing the
community and the local police together in a supportive
manner. Ask Michael to tell you a story about this!
Three years after graduating Michael earned his LCSW and
starting doing therapy. Although he liked this work very
much, the stereotype of the "Social Worker" as someone
who does welfare work and takes kids away didn’t fit him.
He began a full time Ph.D. program to become a therapist.
However, as many of us experience, life was also happening
for Michael. After completing two years of the program and
working part-time, Michael’s sons started to be born. It all
became too much for him so he used his hours of experience
and education and obtained his MFCC license. He also
moved to Santa Rosa, (for the clean air.)
In a medical center in S. California, Michael ran the
psycho/social component for the cardiac rehab unit for two
years. How fitting for a man with such heart! In Santa Rosa,
Michael worked at Santa Rosa Memorial Hospital. He also
worked 11 years for Home Hospice. There he was able to
work with people in the physical/mental/emotional/spiritual
realms, the whole human being. "This is when it’s at its best;
when you get to address all of it." This work also started him
on a personal journey and, when he found the work of
Stephen Levine, Michael had found his calling. "This is where
I can act, heart work." Governmental budget cuts left
Michael with new challenges and opportunities, (he got laid
off!) He began a full time private practice in 1998.

What caught my immediate attention when I walked into
Michael’s office was his wonderful sand tray area. He has
done something so clever by giving it its own space but
without walls, instead using lattice and vines, and green
lighting. Wow! And his collection of figures and symbols! I
could have spent the hour doing a tray. Next time, Michael.
To build his practice Michael began offering free and
"suggested donation" workshops on healing through grief and
loss and on relationships. He found that name recognition
was very important and this built momentum. In Wendy
Davis Larkin’s Marketing Matters, Articles for Health
Professionals, she writes about the developmental stages of a
private practice. Michael is experiencing the "Maintaining
Stage" where his business practically runs itself. His referrals
come in part from insurance panels but mostly from clients.
This is a hopeful example of a successful private practice.
When asking the question, what is your best advice for new
therapist just starting their practice, Michael recalls his first
"couple" client. Walking down the hall to his office he was
feeling quite pressured and asking himself, "What am I going
to tell them?" The answer that came to him was, "Get out of
the way." “Be real. Be open. Be comfortable with mistakes.
Do your own work. Therapy is ultimately about learning,
growing and healing.” Sage advice from a wise man.really
encourage you to spend some time with Michael (if he can fit
you in to his very busy schedule!). He has some wonderful
stories to tell from his heart felt life.
Diana Poulson, MA, MFT
www.create-the-vision.com
707-824-4782

September’s
September’s 5150 Raffle
Our first 5150 prize after the summer break is being donated
by Maria McCormick, CMT, who offers "Massage for
Wellbeing." Maria did her CMT training at the Institute for
Conscious Bodywork, where the emphasis was on teaching
practitioners to work with conscious intention. While you
might think that that is stating the obvious, it's not as simple
or easy as it sounds. Bearing that in mind, Maria's goal is to
approach each massage as if it might be her last opportunity
to commune with another human being. Maria has a private
practice in Sebastopol, or also works Mondays and Thursdays
at Indian Springs Spa in Calistoga. She can be reached at 707
888-8197.
The 5150 Raffle is held every month at the RECAMFT general
meeting. All attendees are eligible to win. Winners please contact
the person donating the service within 6 weeks. Feel free to pass
the prize to someone else if you are not able to take advantage of
the offering. If anyone has ideas about people who might be
interested in donating future 5150 prizes, please contact Jan
Lowry-Cole at 542-7987. Enjoy! (For winners of the raffle, please give
Jan feedback about the service you receive.
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MS. Who would have guessed that 'word salad' could be a
symptom of MS?
Well, the die was cast and I continued at Sonoma State,
received a M.A. and then went to San Diego for a Ph.D. at
the University for Humanistic Studies. Oh yes, there was a
husband for a few years and two children. And yes, even
MFTs get divorced.
I was first licensed in 1977 in San Diego, then moved to
Colorado in 1989 and opened a private practice there. I
forgot to mention that I had studied architecture and worked
full time for an architect in San Diego. After living in
Colorado for about 5 years, I closed my practice and
designed and built houses for a few years. I lost my shirt in
my last building venture, decided to return to counseling and
came home to friends and family. I am delighted to be back in
Sonoma County and I'm delighted with my new job at The
Council on Aging as Clinical Supervisor to their Senior Peer
Support Program. In addition I'm in private practice with an
office at 825 College Avenue.
Ed: What types of psychotherapy have come to be
your most reliable and successful, as well as your
favorite, ways of working?

.

Interview
Interview with RECAMFT’s
President Elect, Kate Maxwell
We promised you that we would interview Kate Maxwell for
the September issue and finally settled on asking her a few
pertinent questions. If you have questions of your own for
Kate, you can catch up with her at the September meeting.
Ed: Can you briefly tell our readers how you have
made your way to where you are now as an MFT?
What twists and turns have brought you here now?
Kate: I grew up in this area with a mother who was a little
"unbalanced." My experience with her sent me searching for
answers by reading Freud at the tender age of 15. Freud was
interesting, threatening to me as a young woman, and gave no
answers as to the cause of my mother's behavior. I had
received a degree in Psychology even as my mother's
behavior became more and more bizarre and the probable
basis of my mother's behavior emerged as a diagnosis of

Kate: At this point it's difficult to filter out the sources of
what I do as I have always had a curiosity about anything
which might improve my counseling skills and I tend to
appropriate anything valuable. The theories of Carl Jung
were an initial and powerful influence on me. Then I was
introduced to the use of hypnosis and trained in the
traditional techniques in 1974 and then later, in about 1978, I
was introduced to NLP and trained in Ericksonian Hypnosis.
I have found hypnosis to be extremely valuable in facilitating a
change in behavior, using it to reinforce goals and to link with
positive role models in such things as weight control, smoking
cessation and alcohol dependence. Recently I have become
certified to use PSYCH-K as a change agent. Very effective!
In addition I have used past life regression when appropriate
and I find that it is personally fascinating and can be a source
of remarkable change for the client. Most of the techniques I
have mentioned are used with individuals, but in addition I
have done couple's work with a slant toward Virginia Satir
and a little behavioral modification thrown in for good
measure. My most reliable and successful ways of working
blend Jungian theory, NLP, hypnosis and PSYCH-K.
Ed: Why do you think they suit you so well?
Kate: Any method which helps me to unravel the puzzle of
what it means to be "Human" captures my interest and better
engages me in the process of the exploration. I find that
bypassing the conscious mind and enlisting the resources of
the unconscious is so powerful, so fascinating and so
rewarding that I am continually intrigued.
Kate Maxwell has a private practice in Santa Rosa 237-8900
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When the Psychotherapist is Sick
By Cheryl Jern, Ph.D.

Over 90 million Americans have chronic illnesses. Because of
improvements in medical procedures, treatments and
medication, illnesses that previously were fatal have moved
into the chronic category. As the population of the country
gets older, there is a greater and greater chance of
developing a life-altering chronic illness, making chronic illness
far more common, especially for older individuals. We can
assume, therefore, that, just as chronic illness is increasing in
the general population, it is also increasing among
psychotherapists.
When a psychotherapist gets sick, a unique set of challenges
emerge. We are groomed for a particular kind of awareness
in which we must focus on and be attuned to “the other”.
We must “hold” our clients – listening to and carrying the
pain of their life stories. A chronic illness, with its
accompanying fatigue, physical pain and other unpredictable
symptoms, can potentially be a threat to the therapist’s
concentration. The illness can become a distraction and in
some cases, test the limits of the therapist’s endurance and
capabilities. How does the therapist “hold” when the vessel
(the body) is impaired, what Silver (1982) refers to as the
“colander . . . rather than a container”?
Given the prevalence of chronic illness in our profession, it is
surprising how little research has been done on this topic.
It’s interesting that, for the last 17 years of his life, Freud had
a horrific chronic health problem, that of oral cancer, yet, he
never wrote professionally about his experience. It seems
that illness in the therapist was and still is a taboo subject.
In my dissertation on chronic illness in therapists, all of my
participants developed ingenious coping skills to manage their
symptoms and were more than able to concentrate and focus
on their clients. Their desire to remain competent therapists
motivated them to overcome even the most intrusive
symptoms. Yet, they all worried about what would happen if
their illnesses became public. How would clients react?
Would they think less of their therapists and want to leave
therapy; or would they try to take care of their therapists?
Would clients become frightened? And what about
colleagues? How would they react? Would they think less of
chronically ill therapists and stop making referrals?
The bottom line is that there is a stigma associated with
illness, that illness is viewed as a failing – almost a moral failing
of the individual – rendering the person to a “less than”
status. There’s a popular belief that if people get sick, it’s
because they’ve done something wrong. Sollad (2002),
himself, a psychotherapist, writes, “Some of my friends and
acquaintances indicated that they thought my illness was a
result of a personal failing of some sort . . . They said that if I
changed my thoughts and emotions, my kidneys would
improve (p. 1400).” When this stigma is combined with the
rest or “down” time needed by an individual with chronic
illness, it is not hard to see why therapists so afflicted would
feel isolated.

Clearly, chronic illness is becoming more common and,
therefore, more common among therapists. Demystifying
this topic can provide psychotherapists with a framework to
better understand and cope with their illness experiences.
Our profession needs to have an honest, open dialogue about
this subject. Your comments or input would be most
welcome.
Dr. Cheryl Jern has a private practice in Petaluma and has been in
practice for over 30 years. She received her Ph.D. from The Sanville
Institute, Berkeley; her dissertation topic was The Subjective Experience of
Psychotherapist in Private Practice Who Has a Chronic, Invisible Illness.
She is interested in how chronic illness shapes a person’s personal
psychology and how the sick person makes meaning of the experience.

Treatment of Alcohol and
Drug Problems
Intensive
Outpatient
Program
for the
Intensive
Outpatient
Program
Sequoia Recovery
and Mental Health Services
The only adult dual diagnosis program
staffed by licensed mental health
professionals in Sonoma County
Client can continue in therapy with the
referring therapist
Evening program available, work and live
at home
Medication support available
Family Program
Contracted with most health plans and
certified by the State of California
Free assessments

(707) 524524-8144
PSYCHSTRATEGIES, INC

www.psychstrategies.com

Migra
By Lesley Osman

The increasing fear, anxiety, stress and paranoia in the Bay
area’s Latino community will undoubtedly impact
Psychotherapists, particularly those who work in the public
sector. These complaints often present, because of the
migrant workers tenuous presence in this country, is
increasing due in part to the Immigration Customs
Enforcement (ICE) controversial raids on their communities.
Target individuals for ICE are those who are undocumented
and have criminal records in their countries of origin, but in a
recent article, spokeswoman, Laurie Haley said that of the
8

838 immigrants arrested in Northern California, 338 were
illegal, but not on ICE’s final roundup list. Since the locale of
the targeted raids is largely unknown, many families live in
constant fear that one of them, or someone close in their
community, could be next. The pressure on these individuals,
sometime long time residents and their families is
tremendous and this places an increasing pressure on an
already overloaded social welfare system, and may create an
even greater need in this population for social and
therapeutic services.
Regardless of the individual therapist’s personal feelings about
this situation, it is required for those in the “helping”
professions to have at least a cursory knowledge of the
cultural and ethnic diversity of the populations they serve,
therapeutically. An organization known as Contemporary
Approaches in Health Care Is attempting to address some of
the language and cultural concerns of the Latin community by
offering continuing education programs based in rural
Mexican villages.
The programs have language cultural and social components
that actively encourage participation with local Mexican
community members. Because many of the residents in the
villages have family members who are working and living in
the United States, they have direct ties to the immigration
process, and therefore experience the distress that goes
along with the process. Those who participate in the
programs are taught introductory or intermediate Spanish,
(depending on language ability) and are able to develop and
incorporate into their practice, insight, compassion and the
ability to interact in culturally sensitive ways.
Ultimately, psychotherapists influence the functionality of
relationships either intra-psychically or interpersonally, and
which ever twists and turns U.S immigration policies and laws
take, we can stand by our professional code of ethics; that is
to be competent practitioners and serve the best interests of
the client.
Lesley Osman, M.A. MFT, graduated in Transpersonal Psychology
from John F. Kennedy University’s Graduate School of Holistic
Studies, and specializes in Ecotherapy. She has worked extensively

with the Latino community both in rural West Marin and in
San Jose. Lesley can be reached at 415/663-8655 or
www.ecoroots.org
For more information about these Spanish language and
cultural programs, please contact Contemporary Approaches
in Health Care at: 707-996-7665 or email at cahc@vom.com

ADS & ANNOUNCEMENTS
Office Space
BJ Brown MFT, The Art of Self Care: Creating Your
Own Ending. This class uses Jungian inspired expressive art
to facilitate the creation of a Practice Care Plan. In the event
of a therapist’s illness, accident or death, a Practice Care Plan
contains information that is used to meet the administrative
and clinical needs of the therapist and client. BBS approval #
PCE 4049 for 6 legal and ethical CEU’s/$100. Petaluma
Fri/Sat. 707-765-4885.
Powerful and evocative black and white photographs for sale
by MFT. For a waiting room, home, gift, or as a tool in
therapy. Go to www.tonyjohnson.com
Lovely office, tree house feel, skylight, downtown Santa Rosa.
Waiting room, play therapy setup. Available mornings, all day
Friday. Moss 525-8968.
Office Spaces for Lease in Downtown Petaluma
Historical building w/spacious garden and pond
Ample parking available. Contact Rob at (707) 849-6564.
Part time office avail.1-3.5 days/wk in beautiful downtown
Petaluma Victorian bldg. with group of psychiatrists and
therapists. $150/day, flexible. Call Anne (415) 907-7126

Bulle
Bulletin Board

Understanding Addiction: Methamphetamine & CoOccurring Disorders Workshop.
* Learn more about the trends in Methamphetamine use,
describing the problem locally, regionally and nationally
* Learn special assessment and treatment considerations
when working with clients with mental health and
methamphetamine co-occurring disorders
* Learn about Sonoma County's community response to the
methamphetamine problem including referral resources
For more information and registration form go to
www.daacinfo.org (Events) or call Susan Anderson at
(707) 571-2233 ext. 311 or sanderson@daacmail.org
Tuesday ~ September 18, 2007, 8:30 AM to 4:00 PM.
6 CE Credits available. $89.99 pre-paid by September 9th
and $99.99 at the door. Continental Breakfast, Lunch and
Break snacks provided
WORKSHOP ON AGING: AWAKENING TO AGING
WITH MATURING BODY AND RIPENING SOUL
PROFESSIONAL PANEL, INTERACTIVE DIALOUGUE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1-5 p.m.,
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LOCATION: BODYWORKS YOGA: 490 2nd St., Petaluma
REGISTRATION:www.humanstudies.com,mheery@sonic.net
763-3808, ext.2, Cost; $55 plus $7 for 3 CEUs for MFT,
LCSW, RNs CEs

NEWSLETTER COSTS & DEADLINES
Line ads and announcements:
Members - $5 per line
Non-members - $12 per line
Flyers inserted in newsletter - $100
Mailing labels - Members - $65
Non-members - $125
Display ads (camera ready):
Full page - 9.75” x 7.5” = $200
Half page - 4.75” x 7.5” = $110
Quarter page - 4.5” x 3.5” = $60
Eighth page - 2” x 3.5” = $35
10% discount for 5 month ad commitment
20% discount for 10 month ad commitment
Deadlines:
Articles & letters - 10th of the month
Advertisements - 5th of the month

RECAMFT HONORS ITS
PAST PRESIDENTS
Diana Poulson
Joan Logan
Judith Goleman
Ange Stephens
Christopher Doyle
F. Michael Montgomery
Julie Green
Jan Lowry-Cole
Rhaea Maurel
Paula Hall
Kitty Chelton
Don Scully & Randi Farkas
Hari Meyers
Grace Harris
Richard Alongi
Diana Young
Andrew Leeds
Carleita Schwartz
Christine Bucholz
Thomas Hedlund
Rick Mawson

2005-2006
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000
1999
1998
1997
1996
1994-1995
1993-1994
1992-1993
1991-1992
1990-1991
1989
1988
1987
1986
1982-1985
1980-1982

For more information call, fax, or email the office at:
707 575-0596 or therapy@recamft.org

REDWOOD EMPIRE CHAPTER, CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION
OF MARRIAGE & FAMILY THERAPISTS

The
Redwood
Empire

Therapist

PO BOX 2443, SEBASTOPOL, CA 95473
Telephone/Fax: 707 575-0596
Email: therapy@recamft.org
Website: www.recamft.org

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED
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